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Let D be an integral domain with identity and let K be the quotient field of D. 
Then D is said to be root closed if whenever 01 E K with (Y~ E D for some positive 
integer n, then 01 E D. The domain D is called (2, 3)-closed if whenever 01 E K 
with a2, a3 E D, then OL E D and D is called F-closed if whenever OL E K with 
nar E D for some positive integer n and OLD, 01~ E D, then ol E D. Clearly, if D is 
root closed, then D is (2,3)-closed and if D is (2,3)-closed, then D is F-closed. 
The property of being root closed arose in Sheldon’s work [7] on how changing 
D changes the quotient field of D[[Xj]. As for (2, 3)-closure, its significance is 
due to the fact that an integral domain D is (2, 3)-closed if and only if D is 
seminormal if and only if Pit(D) = Pic(D[X, ,..., X,]), where Pit denotes the 
Picard group [4, Theorem 11. Concerning F-closure, it is shown in [l] that the 
domain D is F-closed if and only if D[X’j is D-invariant-i.e., if and only if 
whenever (D[Xj) [XI ,..., X,l ho 5’[Y, ,..., Yn], then S is D-isomorphic to 
D[x]. As noted in the preceding paragraph, these properties are related, although 
in their original non-arithmetic forms, they did not appear to be. 
It is a consequence, albeit a deeply hidden one, of the proof of Theorem 1 
of [4] that if D is (2,3)-closed, so is D[Xj. In this paper, we give arithmetic 
proofs that each of these three properties respects polynomial extension. In fact, 
we do this in greater generality and our approach is a unifying one in that we 
show that if an integral domain D is “n-root closed”, then so is D[Xj. The 
notion of ‘%-root closed” is then utilized to delineate the arithmetic distinction 
between normality and seminormality for algebraic curves. Recall that Bombieri 
[2] has shown that the geometric distinction between a normal curve and a 
seminormal curve is that the seminormal curve may have “ordinary” singular 
points. We prove that the coordinate ring of an irreducible algebraic curve over 
an algebraically closed field K is integrally closed if and only if it is (2, 3)-closed 
plus n-root closed for some n prime to the characteristic of K. 
In the process of showing that our results cannot be extended to arbitrary 
reduced rings, we give a negative answer to a question implicit in [5, Ex.11, 
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p. IOO]. Namely, we exhibit a reduced ring T equal to its own total quotient 
ring, but having the property that T[X] is not integrally closed. 
All our rings are commutative and contain an identity element. The symbol 
“X” will always denote an indeterminate. If the nilradical of a ring R is (0), 
then we shall say that R is reduced. A reduced ring of Krull dimension zero will 
be called absolutely jut. Another name for such rings is “von Neumann regular 
ring.” 
RFSULTS 
Let R be a ring with total quotient ring T. If n > 1 is a positive integer, then 
we shall say that R is n-root closed if whenever 01 E T with an E R, then 01 E R. 
Note that R is root closed if and only R is n-root closed for each positive integer 
n > 1. Although our main interest lies in the case when R is an integral domain 
and T is its field of quotients, our arguments can be given quite naturally in a 
more general setting. Thus, let R be a subring of the ring S. For a positive 
integer n > 1, we shall say that R is n-root closed in S if whenever c1 E S with 
01” E R, then 01 E R. The statements “R is root closed in S”, “R is (2, 3)-closed 
in S”, and “R is F-closed in S” are similarly defined. Our first task is to prove 
stability of n-root closure under passage to polynomial extension. 
THEOREM 1. Let R be a subring of the ring S. If R is n-root closed in S, then 
R[Xj is n-root closed in S[X]. 
Proof. Suppose that R is a subring of S and that n is an integer which 
factors as n = lm. It is easy to check that R is n-root closed in S if and only if R 
is both l-root closed and m-root closed in S. From this it follows that R is 
n-root closed in S if and only if R is p-root closed in S for each prime divisor 
p of n. Consequently, it is sufficient to prove Theorem 1 in the case where n 
is prime. 
The key to the proof is the concept of a minimal counterexample. For a 
fixed integer n and a fixed pair of rings R C S such that R is n-root closed in S, 
we mean by a counterexample a polynomial f E S[X] with f n E R[X], but f +A R[XJ. 
(Our goal is to show counterexamples don’t exist.) A minimal counterexample is a 
counterexample f = CL, ajXj having 
(i) smallest degree m among all counterexamples, and 
(ii) longest initial string a, ,..., a,-, of coefficients in R among all counter- 
examples of degree m. 
Note that iff = xi”=, ajXj is a counterexample, then since f 11 ER[X], u,,” E R 
and hence a,, E R. Thus non-empty initial strings as in (ii) exist and have length 
i 3 1. The first coefficient off which is not in R is a, , which we call the critical 
coeficient off. 
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If counterexamples exist, then minimal counterexamples also exist. Moreover, 
if f is a minimal counterexample, r E R, and rf $ R[X], then rf is also a minimal 
counterexample. For we certainly have (rf)” E R[X], so that 1-f is a counter- 
example, and since deg(rf) < deg(f), we must have deg(rf) = m. And if 
a, )...) ai- is the initial string of coefficients off which are in R, with ai 6 R, 
then ra, ,..., ra,-r E R so that rf has initial string of length at least i. Since f is a 
minimal counterexample, we see that rf must have initial string of length 
exactly i with critical coefficient pui . We shall refer to the minimal counter- 
example rf obtained from f in this fashion as a normalizution off. This discussion 
establishes the following key fact: 
PRINCIPLE. If f is a minimal counterexample with critical coefficient ai, 
then rai E R for T E R implies rf E R[X]. 
An element b E R such that bf E R[Xj, where f E S[Xj, we call a booster for f. 
CLAIM 1. If f is a minimal counterexample with rkf E R[X] for some I E R 
and k 3 1, then there is a normalization f’ = ref, e 3 0, such that rf’ E R[X]. 
To see this, observe that since f $ R[X] and rkf E R[X], there is an integer e’, 
1 < e’ < k, such that re'f E R[X], but ye’--lf $ R[X]. Then let e = e’ - 1. 
Using Claim 1 we can now show that any minimal counterexample 
f = Cy=, a,xi can be normalized to a minimal counterexample f’ = Cy=, a;Xj 
such that either n or u; is a booster for f ‘. For suppose ai is the critical coefficient 
off. The coefficient of Xi in f n E R[X] has the form na;l-‘ai plus a sum of terms 
a. 31 e-1 ajn withj, < i for k = I,..., n. Since a, ,..., aiel E R, each of these products 
a. ..+ uj, 
2 naz-’ 
is in R. Thus nui-‘ui E R. We have already observed that a, E R, 
E R. Since calf-‘a, E R, the Principle tells us that in fact n&‘f E R[XJ 
If a;E-'f $ R[XJ, then f’ = at-‘f is a normalization off such that nf’ E R[X] 
and so n is a booster for f ‘. If uz-'f E R[X], then by Claim 1, there is a normaliza- 
tion f’ = aoef such that a,f' E R[Xj. In this case the constant term for f’ is 
u6 = a:+‘, so aif’ = aoe(aof’) E R[X], and the constant term u; is a booster 
for f’ as desired. 
We say that a minimal counterexample f is of type 1 if n is a booster for f, 
while f is of type II if its constant term is a booster for f. What we have shown 
to this point, then, is that if counterexamples exist, then there are minimal 
counterexamples of type I or there are minimal counterexamples of type II. 
We come now to the crux of the argument. We claim that if f is a minimal 
counterexample having b E R as a booster, then f can be normalized to f’ so 
that bf’,..., b(f ‘)+-l E R[X]. In fact, we will show that we can normalize f to 
an f ’ with the property that brr E R for any product r of n - 1 or fewer coefficients 
off’. Observe that since bf E R[X] by the definition of booster, we have ba, E R 
for each coefficient q off. Now assume that we have normalized to obtain a 
minimal counterexample f = Cj”=, ujXj such that 
481/58/I-15 
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41 * * * aiM E R for all choices of coefficients ai1 , . . . , ujM 
andallM<N,whereN<n-1. 
We proceed by induction on N. 
Examine the coefficient of Xni infn E R[m; it has the form 
ain + 1 aLl ..a atn E R (11 + *.. + z, = ni), 
where each term a 11 ... a, has at least one index 1, < i. Then ait E R and * 
a,* .‘. a+ ... a,* is a producy of n - 1 coefficients off. Write n - 1 = Np + s, 
where 0 < s < N. Since url ... dlt ... a, may be grouped into p products of N 
coefficients and one product of s coeffi&ents, it follows from (1) that @+%z,r ..’ 
ht ... a 1% a;-* E: R; and since aLt E R we get 
bP+l 
% 
.‘. almai N-s E R. (3) 
Thus from (2) we deduce that bQ+la;+Nps E R. Now n + N - s = (qN + s + 1) + 
N--s=(p+l)N+l.H ence (6a,~)Q+*u, E R. From (I) we have r = b@’ E R. 
Then by the Principle rq+lf~ R[Xj; and by Claim 1 there is a normalization 
f’ = ref with booster r. Sincef’ is a multiple off by an element in R, b is still 
a booster for f’ and in fact (1) holds for the coefficients off ‘. 
Now if as usual we denote by a; the coefficients off’, b(~:)~+l = ~u~(u~)~ = 
ba$+“aJ iv = (buiN)u,rYeN = (YU$Y@N E R, since Y is a booster for f I. Thus 
(&~:“‘)a~ E R and from (I) baiN E R, so by the Principle balNf’ E R[X]. This 
shows that (b~;~)ai~ E R for any coefficient ai1 off’. Now by (1) again, ~u;~-%z~, E R
and since (!~a:~-~ ’ uj,) ai E R, the Principle tells us that b~;~-%z;~f’ E R[Xj. 
Hence &z;~%~~u~~ E R for any coefficients uj’, , ujl, of f’. Continuing in this 
manner we eventually find that &~;a~~ a..ui, E R for any coefficients ui, ,..., a;, 
off ‘. By (I), bu;, ‘.. ajlN E R and using the Principle again we get 6ui1, ... ujNf E 
R[Xj, whence buj, . .. u~~u;~+~ E R for any coefficients ajl ,..., u;~+~ of f ‘. This 
completes the inductive step in our proof that if f is a minimal counterexample 
with booster b, then f has a normalization f' with the property that brr E R for 
any product v of n - 1 or fewer coefficients off ‘. 
Now suppose f is a minimal counterexample of type I. Then n is a booster 
for f and we have just seen that f has a normalization f’ such that nf ‘,..., n(f’)n-l E 
R[XJ On the other hand, if f is of type II with constant term a, , f has a normal- 
ization f’ = rf for some r E R, such that u,f I,..., uo(f’)n-1 ER[X]. Since 
aA = ra, , we have as well a;f I,..., aA(f ‘)n--l E R[X]. Thus we have shown that 
if counterexamples exist, then there is either a minimal counterexample f E S[x] 
such that nf,..., nf n-1 E R[XJ, or there is a minimal counterexample f with 
constant term a, such that a,f,..., a,f +-l E R[Xj. 
Let f be a counterexample of either of the two types just mentioned. Write 
f(X) = a, + Q(x). Th en X”g(X)” = (f - ~2,)~ = f n - (y)aof +-l + *.. + 
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(- l)~-l(~~nr)u;-rj + (- l)%O~. Recalling the fact that a, E R, that f” E R[X], 
and that we can assume n is prime so that n divides (F) for i # 0, n, we see that 
if f is either of the two types of counterexample, the right hand side of the 
equation is in R[Xj, whence X”g(X)” E R[XJ. It follows that g(x)” E R[Xj, 
and since f $ R[Xj and a, E R, we must have g + R[Xj. But then g is a counter- 
example of degree less than m, a contradiction. Therefore counterexamples 
do not exist, and the proof is complete. 
In a similar vein we have the following result whose proof is much easier. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let R be a subring of the ring S. Then 
(a) If R is (2, 3)-closed in S, then R[X] is (2, 3)-closed in S[Xj, and 
(b) If R is F-closed in S, then R[Xj is F-closed in S[X]. 
Proof. We again use the notion of a counterexample. In case (a) a counter- 
example is a polynomial f E S[x] such that f 2, f 3 E R[X’J, but f $ R[X]. In 
case (b) a counterexample is a polynomial f E S[X] such that f2, f3 E R[X] and 
for some positive integer n, nf E R[Xj, but f # R[Xj. Note that in either case if f 
is a counterexample with constant term a, , then a, E R. Define minimal counter- 
examples in either case exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1. Observe that in 
either case the Principle still holds. 
Now in case (a) or case (b) let f be any minimal counterexample with critical 
coefficient ui . The coefficient of Xi in fa is in the form 2u,,u, + (terms in R), 
whence 2~2,~~ E R. The coefficient of Xi in f s is in the form 3ua2ui + (terms in R), 
whence 3ua2ui E R. Using the Principle we find that 2u,f E R[Xj and 3ua2f E R[Xj. 
Let f(X) = a, + Xg(x). Then xZg(X)a = (f - u,J2 = f 2 - 2u,f $- u,,~ E 
R[TCj, and x”g(X)3 = (f - uJ3 = f 3 - 3u,f 2 + 3u02f - uo3 E R[x] since f2, 
f3 E R[X]. It follows that g2, g3 E R[X]; and in case (b) ng E R[X] follows from 
nf E R[Xj. Since a, E R and f $ R[X], we have g $ R[Xj. But then g is a counter- 
example of impossibly smaller degree in either case (a) or case (b). This shows 
that no counterexamples exist, so the proof is complete. 
We shall summarize our results in Theorem 2, but as we now show, it is 
necessary first to confront the following problem. If S is a reduced ring equal 
to its own total quotient ring, is S[Xj integrally closed? For let R be a ring 
having total quotient ring T. By Theorem 1, if R is n-root closed (in T), then 
R[X] is n-root closed in T[X]. Since 
R[X’J C T[X] _C total quotient ring of R[Xj, 
we see that R[A’j is n-root closed if and only if T[XJ is n-root closed. Con- 
sequently, for R[X] to be n-root closed it is sufficient that T[Xj be integrally 
closed. We shall make use of this observatio; in the proof of Theorem 2. 
It is known that if T[X] is integrally closed (or even n-root closed for some n), 
then T must be reduced and consequently that R must be reduced. To see this, 
if r # 0 is such that y2 = 0, then yn = 0 and so (y/(1 + X))” E T[Xj, but 
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d(l + x)$ WJ f or if r/(1 + X) E T[Xj, then r = (1 + X)f(X) for some 
f E T[q. By specializing X to - 1, we see that r = 0. 
We now present an example to show that T can be reduced without T[X] 
being n-root closed. 
EXAMPLE 1. This is an example of a reduced ring T equal to its own total 
quotient ring such that T[X] is not F-closed. In particular, T[q is not integrally 
closed. 
We first claim that it is sufficient to construct reduced rings R C S of positive 
characteristic having elements b, c E R and e E S which satisfy the following 
conditions: 
(1) beER 
(2) ec = 0 
(3) en E R, for n > 2 
(4) Ann,(b, c) = {s E S 1 sb = 0 = SC} = 0 
(5) there do not exist elements T, s E R with s a non-zero-divisor such 
that (se - r)b = 0. 
Indeed, suppose we have R, S, b, c, e as above. Let T be the total quotient 
ring of R. By condition (4) the polynomial b + CX is a non-zero-divisor in 
R[X] [5, p. 3481, and therefore also in T[X], so the rational function f(X) = 
be/(b + cX) is in the total quotient ring of T[X’J. By condition (2), (be)n = 
(b + cX)“e”, so f (x>” = en E R for 71 > 2, using (3). In particular f (x)2, 
f (X)3 E T[a. Note that also d(X) = 0 E T[Xj, where 4 = char R > 0. But 
we cannot have f(X) E T[X], for if so we would have be = bt for some t E T. 
Write t = r/s with Y, s E R and s a non-zero-divisor in R. Then (se - r)b = 0, 
contradicting (5). Thus T is the desired example. 
Now to construct R and S. Let K be a field of positive characteristic and let 
X, Y be indeterminates over k. Let 17 be the set of irreducible polynomials in 
k[X, Y] which have zero constant term, and let iz+ be the set of positive integers. 
Consider a set {Z,,i 1 (T, i) E 17 x Z+} of indeterminates over k[X, Y], and let 
A = k[X, Y, {Z,,i}]. Let I be the ideal of A generated by {Z,,i . Z,+,i, 1 (rr, i) # 
(R’, i’)} u {w(X, Y) . Z,,i ) (v, i) E II x Z+>. Let B = k[X, Y, X2,,, , Z;,l , 
Z;,, , K,,i I CT, 4 # (Y, 1Nl C 4 and let J = In B. Then we set R = Bl J, 
S = A/I, b = x, c = P, e = z,,, , where the bar denotes residue class 
modulo I. 
By construction, R C S, char R > 0, be E R, ec = 0, and en E R for n > 2. 
Thus conditions (l)-(3) are satisfied, so it remains to show that S is reduced 
and that (4) and (5) hold. In order to do so, observe that any polynomial 
G(X, Y, Z) E A is congruent modulo I to a polynomial of the form 
W, Y, Z) = a +f 6% Y> + 1 k&C Y, -G,i) Z,,i 3 c*> 
7T.i 
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where 01 E k, f(X, Y) has zero constant term, and h,,i E K[X, Y, Z,,i]. (This is 
true because any mixed 2 terms, Z,,i . Z,,,i, , occurring in G(X, Y, 2) are 
already in I.) Hence each element of S can be realized as the residue class of a 
polynomial of the form in (*). 
To see that S is reduced, consider an element s = F(X, Y, 2) withF(X, Y, 2) 
as in (*). If sm. = 0, F(X, Y, Zp ~1, and by specializing all the variables Z,,i 
to 0, we get (CY +f(X, Y))m = 0 in k[X, Y], since I specializes to the zero ideal. 
Thus ol = 0 andf(X, Y) = 0, so that F = C h,,i(X, Y, Z,,i)Z,,i . Specializing 
all the Z?r,i’s to 0 except for Zn,,i, maps I to the ideal of k[X, Y, ZliO,iO] generated 
by rO(X, Y)Z,O,i, , and hence transforms the relation Fm E I to 
Since rO(X, Y) is irreducible, this implies that rO(X, Y) divides h,O,iO(X, Y, Z7i,,i,). 
But then F E I, whence s = 0, proving that S is reduced. 
To verify (4) it will suffice to show that Ann,(b) . Ann,(c) = 0. For then 
(Ann,(b) n Ann,(c))2 C Ann,(b) . Ann,(c) = 0, and since S is reduced Ann, 
(b, c) = Ann,(b) n Ann,(c) = 0. I f t n ac we will show that Ann,(b) is generated 
by {Z,,i / i EL?+}, whence by symmetry Ann,(c) is generated by {Zr,i 1 i E Z--}. 
Since Zxsi . Z,,i = 0 for all i and j, (4) will follow. Thus let s = F(X, Y, Z) 
as in (*) and suppose that sb = 0. Then F(X, Y, Z)X E I, and specializing all 
Z,,i to zero yields (a +f(X, Y))X = 0 in k[X, Y]. Thus 01 = f(X, Y) = 0 
and F = C /z,,~(X, Y, Z,,i)Z,,i. Specializing all Z,,i to zero except for ZnO,?,, 
yields h,o,#, Y, Z,o.&,o,~oX E (T,(X, Y)Zmo.iJ, so q,(X, Y) divides k+,, 
(X, Y, Z,O,i,>X. If rr,(X, Y) # X, then mO(X, Y) divides hVO,jX, Y, Z?iO,io) and 
k,o,i,(X Y, Zo,&o~io ~1. If ~dx, Y) = X then k,,ioZ,,,io = hx,,,Zx i E 
L!Z,,~~ . It follows that s E ({Zx,i / i > 1)). S ince it is clear by construction that 
{Zx,i / i > l} C Am@), we have Ann,(b) = ({Z,,$ / i > I}), as desired. 
Before establishing (5) we need to know something about elements of S 
which are regular on R (i.e. do not annihilate non-zero elements of R). Namely, 
an element s = F(X, Y, Z), with F as in (*), is regular on R if and only if the 
constant term 01 is non-zero in k. To see this suppose first that (11 = 0. Since 
f(X, Y) has constant term zero, it has an irreducible factor rr(X, Y) with 
constant term zero. In the expression F = f(X, Y) + C h,,iZ,,i there arc 
only a finite number of non-zero terms, and so we may choose an integer N 
larger than all indices i appearing in the sum. Then by our construction of S, 
-Lv . s = 0, while Z,,, # 0. Being careful to choose N 3 2 guarantees that 
Z,,, E R. We leave it to the interested reader to show that if a + 0, then s is 
in fact regular on S. (We won’t use this implication in what follows.) 
To verify (5) we now show that there do not exist elements s, a E S with s 
regular on R and a E Ann,(b) such that se - u E R. (a plays the role of se - r 
in (5)). For suppose such elements exist, and write s = ir as in (*). By the 
preceding paragraph we know that since s is regular on R, a! # 0. Multiplying 
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by 01-l does no harm, so we may assume that 01 = 1. Our verification of (4) 
showed Ann,(b) = ({Zx,i 1 i > 1}), so we may write a = zigi . Z,,$ , with 
gi E A for i > 1. Then the relation se - a E R is equivalent to 
Specializing X, Y, and all .ZR,(‘s except Z,,, to zero sends I to zero and B to 
4% > Zz,,]. Thus the above relation specializes to (1 + h,,,Z,,,)Z,,, E 
kP% 9 -ml which is not true. This completes the verification of (5) and so 
establishes the existence of the example. 
From the example and the remarks preceding it we see that some hypotheses 
on R and the total quotient ring T of R are required to assure the stability of 
n-root closure under polynomial ring formation. In particular, R must be 
reduced. An oft applicable assumption on T is that it be absolutely flat. This 
leads us to the following form of our main stability theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that R is a reduced ring whose total quotient ring T is 
an absolutely jlat ring. In particular, R could be any integral domain or reduced 
noetherian ring. Then 
(i) Let n > 1 be a positive integer. If R is n-root closed, so is R[XJ. 
(ii) If R is root closed, so is R[X]. 
(iii) I’R is (2, 3)-closed, so is R[Xj. 
(iv) If R is F-closed, so is R[Xj. 
Proof. By the remarks preceding example 1, the proof amounts to showing 
that if S is an absolutely flat ring, then S[X-j is integrally closed. But this follows 
from the fact that S[X-j is a BCzout ring-that is, each finitely generated ideal 
of S[,Xj is principal [6, p. 2241. More specifically, suppose that A is a BCzout 
ring with total quotient ring B. If a/s E B, then (a, s) = (t) for some non- 
zero-divisor t of A. Writing a = ta’ and s = ts’, we see that a/s = a’ls’ where 
(a’, s’) =: il. Consequently, we can assume that each element of B can be written 
in the form a/s where (a, s) = A. We now give the standard argument. If a/s is 
integral over A, then 
(+)n + m-l (f)+l + *.. + rl ($1 + r. = 0 
for some r. ,..., ynsl E A. Hence, an + sr+lan-l + ... + r& = 0 from which 
it follows that an E (s). If P is a prime ideal of A containing s, then an E P and 
so P 2 (a, s) = A. Therefore, s is a unit and a/s E A. 
We completely change direction now and apply the notion of n-root closure 
in a geometric situation. The geometric distinction between a non-singular 
curve and a seminormal curve is that the seminormal one is allowed to possess 
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ordinary singular points [2]. The arithmetic distinction problem becomes a 
meaningful one when interpreted as a question about coordinate rings. This 
problem amounts to distinguishing between an integrally closed domain and 
a (2, 3)-closed domain. For algebraic curves we can simultaneously treat the 
case of a root closed domain. This we do in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let D be the coordinate ring of an irreducible algebraic curve %? 
over an algebraically closed $eld K. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) D is integrally closed. 
(2) D is root closed. 
(3) D is (2, 3)-closed and D is n-root closed for some positive integer n 
prime to the characteristic of K. (If the characteristic of K is 0, then we can omit 
the phrase “prime to the characteristic,of K.“) 
Proof. It is clear that we have only to prove that (3) implies (1). Thus, let D 
satisfy condition (3) but not condition (1) so that %? is certainly seminormal 
[4, Theorem l] but not normal. By [2], ifp is a singular point of %? then p is an 
ordinary n-fold point, where n is the dimension of the tangent space at p. 
Therefore, the integral closure 8, of the local ring 0, of V at p has n distinct 
maximal ideals Jz’~ ,..., An . Let L be the function field of %‘. Then {Vi = 
(6’,),,}~=, is the set of valuation rings of L centered on 4, , the maximal 
ideal Af 0, . Denote by vi the valuation on L associated with Vi . Since K is 
algebraically closed, all places of L over K are rational and so Vi = 
K + ~%‘~(a~,)&~ . It follows that 8, = K + .&Yi for i = l,..., n. Because 0, is 
seminormal, J&!~ = A, n ... n .#Yn [4, Corollary 11. Hence 
By hypothesis, there is a positive integer t, prime to the characteristic of K 
such that D is t-root closed. It is easy to see that t-root closure is a local property 
and so 0, is t-root closed. Also, since t is prime to the characteristic of K, there 
is a non-trivial (i.e. f 1) t-th root of unity 5 in K. By the strong approximation 
theorem for independent valuations [3, p. 4971, there exists an element (Y EL 
such that 
vi(a) >, 0, i = I,..., n,vi(a-l)>l,i=l ,..., n-l, and ~,(a-[)>I. 
Thus, 01~8, and moreover, since x=(II--~E~~,, x~.,tf!,n~~~n~~-,. 
Similarly, y = ol - [ E A, . Then 
at = (1 + x)” = 1 + (tx + ... + X”) 
= (6 +yy = 1 + (t[t-4 + ... +yt>. 
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Consequently, tx + .. + xt = ttt-ly + .. + yt l Afl f7 ... n An = A?, , 
whence at E 0, and so by the hypothesis of t-root closure a! E OP . 
Write a=a+z, for some aEK, .z~&,n...n&,. Because 8, = 
K + M, is a direct sum, a = 1 and z = x. Likewise, a = 5 and z = y. This 
yields the contradiction that 5 = 1 and the proof is complete. 
We remark that in non-geometric situations it is not always possible to 
distinguish (2, 3)-closed domains from integrally closed domains merely by 
considering n-root closure. In fact, Exercise 6 of [5, p. 1841 gives an example 
of a root closed domain which is not integrally closed. 
A consequence of Theorem 3 is that we are able to geometrically separate the 
three conditions root closure, (2,3)- c osure, 1 and F-closure. Thus let @ be the 
field of complex numbers, let D, be the coordinate ring of the plane curve %‘, 
over C determined by the equation Y2 = x2 + x3, and let D, be the coordinate 
ring of the plane curve Vz determined over @ by the equation Y2 = x3. 
Since the only singularity of %?i is a node at the origin, V, is seminormal [2] 
and so D, is (2, 3)-closed. However, Dl is not root closed by Theorem 3. 
Because V2 has a cusp at the origin, 5Fz is not seminormal [2] and so D, is 
not (2, 3)-closed [4, Theorem I]. That D, isF-closed follows from the definition 
once we recall that C C D, . 
We close by noting the curious fact that the domain D, is an example of an 
integral domain which is (2, 3)-closed, but which is neither 2-root closed nor 
3-root closed. 
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